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The raising of provisions of
all kinds was Interdicted.
Fields were
laid waste, dwellings unroofed and fired
mills destroyed, and. In short, everything
that couiu desolate the land and render it
unfit for human habitation or support
was commanded by one or the other con
tending parties and executed by all the
powers at their disposal.
By the time the present administration
took office a year ago, reconcentratlon
so called had been effective over the better part of four central and western provlnces, Santa Clara, Matanzas, Havana
and Pinar del Rio.- The agricultural pop
ulatlon, to the estimated number of 300,
000 or more, was herded within the towns
and their immediate vicinity, deprived of
all means of support, rendered destitute
of shelter, left poorly clad and exposed
to the most unsatisfactory conditions.

Practical Declaration
of War With Spain.

ARMED

INTERVENTION

ASKED

Spain's Armistice Decree Reported
Without Recommendation Recogni
tion of Cuban Independence Declared
to Be Unwarranted and Inexpedient.
President MoKinley Monday sent tb
following message to the congress of
the United States:
Obedient to.that precept of the constitution which commands the president t
give from time to time the congress In
formation of the state of the Union and
to recommend to Its consideration such
measures as he Bhall Judge necessary and
expedient. It becomes my duty now to
address your body with regard to the
grave condition that has arisen In the
relations of the United States and Spain,
by reason of the warfare that for more
than three years has raged In the nelgh-- .
boring Island of Cuba. I do so because of
the Intimate connection of the Cuban
question with the state of our Union, an
because of. the grave relations which the
course which is Incumbent upon the nation
.to adopt must needs bear to the traditional policy of our government, if It
Is to accord with the precepts laid down
by the founders of the republic and religiously observed by succeeding adminis'
trations to the present day.
'

The Cuban Revolution.
The present revolution Is but the successor of other similar Insurrections whieli
have occurred in Cuba against the dominion of Spain, extending over a period
of nearly half a century, each of which,
during its progress, has subjected the
United States to great effort and expense
in enforcing Its neutrality laws, caused
enormous loss. to. American trade and
commerce, caused Irritation, annoyance
and disturbance among our citizens, and
by the exercise of cruel, barbarous and
uncivilized practices of warfare, shocked
the sensibilities and offended the human
sympathies of our people.
Since the. present revolution began, In
February, 1895, this country has seen the
fertile domain at our threshold ravaged
by fire and sword in the course of a
struggle unequaled in the history of the
Island, and rarely paralleled as to the
number of the combatants and the bitter- ness of the contest by any revolution of
modern times, where a dependent people
striving to be free have been opposed by
the power of the sovereign state. Our
people have beheld a once' prosperous
community reduced to comparative want,
Jts commerce virtually paralyzed. Its exdiminished, its
ceptional productiveness
fields laid waste. Its mills In ruins and
Its people perishing by tens of thousands
from hunger and destitution.

Damage

to American

Interests.

We have felt ourselves constrained, In
the observance of that strict neutrality
which our laws enjoin and which the laws
of nations command, to police our own
waters arid watch our, own seaports In
prevention of any unlawful act In aid of
Cuba. Our trade has suffered; the capital Invested by our citizens In Cuba has
been largely lost, and the temper and forbearance of ' our people have been so
sorely tried as to beget a perilous unrest
among our own citizens, which has Inevitably followed Its expression from time
to time In the national legislature so. that
Issues wholly external to our body politic engross attention and stand in the way
of more close devotion to domestic advancement that becomes a
commonwealth, whose primal maxim has
been the avdldance of all foreign entanglements. All this must needs awaken
and has Indeed aroused the utmost concern on the part of this government as
well during my predecessor's as during my own administration.
A Previous Effort to Restore Peace.
In April, 1896, the evils from which our
country suffered through the Cuban war
became so enormous that my predecessor
made an effort to bring about peace
through the mediation of the government
in any way that might tend to an honor-- .
adjustment of the contest between
Spain and her revolting colony on the ba- -,
sis of some effective scheme of
for Cuba, under the flag
and sovereignty of Spain.
It failed,
through the refusal of the Spanish government then In power to consider any
form of mediation or indeed any plan
of settlement which did not I ggln with
the actual submission of the Insurgents
to the mother country and then only on
such terms as Spain herself might see fit
to grant.

(i'-.- le

Weyler'a Inhuman Policy.

The war continued unabated. The resistance of insurgents was In no wise
diminished. The efforts of Spain were Increased, both by the dispatch of fresh
levies to Cuba and by additions to the
horrors of the strife. The new and Inhuman phase, happily unprecedented In
the modern history of civilized Christian
people, the policy of devastation and concentration, Inaugurated by the captain-general- 's
ban of October 21, 1896, In the
province of Pinar del Rio, was thence
extended to embrace all of the island to
which the power of the Spaniards was
able to reach by occupation or by military 'operations. The peasantry, including all dwelling in the open agricultural
Interior,' were driven Into the garrisoned
towns or Isolated places held by ths Span- -

the
pursuits of peace: pub
lic works have been started to eive them
employment, and a sum of $600,000 has been
appropriated for their relief,

army defeated, the chief of the republic for It Is right at our door. V
to bring about by peaceful agencies a
himself captured, and all present power
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Third The right to intervene may be necessity for Buch action will be so clear
tion, a final military victory for the other forces under a new leader and menacing justified by the very serious injury to the as to
the support and approval
side seems impracticable. The alternative a fresh Invasion to recover its lost do commerce, trade and business of our peo- of the civilized world."
lies In the physical exhaustion of the one main.
and by the wanton destruction of prop
ple
or the other party, or perhaps both, a con
Intervention the Only Hope.
"Upon the Issue of this threatened in
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The
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by Its very existence.
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.
An Offer of Mediation.
property destroyed and themselves ruinedis the enforced
Andrew
Jackson
proceeded
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consider the risk that there might be when our trading vessels
pacification of Cuba.
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As the scarcity of food Increased with of the struggle, to seek to bring about
American interests, which give us the
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aid.
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The reply of the Spanish cabinet
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heart with Inexpressible hor naval force of the United States as may
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brought to their homes and Borrow to the ple of the island I recommend that the
dren, with aged and helpless men, enbe necessary to establish a final result
.
These are the words of Andrew Jackson.
nation.
distribution of food and supplies be conthat the They are evidence that the United States,
feebled by disease and hunger, could not it being however understood
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imous In Its conclusion that the destrucindependence
the supply of the cities.
not meet until th 4th of May next, the to wit, that
The Issue is now with congress; It Is
the revolted state shall "contion of the Maine was caused by an exReconcentratlon adopted avowedly as a Spanish government would not object, for
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well
government
mine. It did not assume to
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be fixed. In dition of affairs which Is at our doors.
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of
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Maine,
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whom It would pertain In such cases to Itself a state among the nations, rea
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It was extermination, and the only peace
Impressive
things
proof
the armistice.
of a state, has imposed for Its own gov Cuba that Is intolerable. That condition law, I await your action, s
it could beget was that of the wilderness
The propositions submitted by General ernance in
with cases like these, Is thus shown to be such that the
Spain's Last Snuterfngre.
,
and the grave.
Woodford and the reply of the Spanish the further dealing
condition that recognition of government cannot assure safety Spanish
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both
government
an
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to
a
state
is
due
Independent
the
Prosrreos of the War.
to a vessel of the American navy
foregoing message, official information
brief memoranda, the texts of which are volted dependency until the danger of curity
In the harbor of Havana on a mission of was received by me that the latest decree
Meanwhile the military situation In the before mentioned and substantially In the its
again subjugated by the parent peace, and rightfully reference in this con of the queen regent of Spain directs Genisland has undergone a noticeable change. language above given. The function of statebeing
has
passed away." This ex- nectlon Is made to recent diplomatic cor eral Blanco, In order to prepare and facil
rne extraordinary activity that charac
the Cuban parliament in the matter of treme testentirely
was, In fact, applied in the respondence.
itate peace, to proclaim a suspension of
terized the second year of the war, when ' preparing peace and the manner of do case or Texas.:
.
A dispatch from our minister to Spain hostilities, the duration and details of
the Insurgents Invaded even the hitherto ing so are not explained In the Spanish
to
The
whom President Jack
congress
which have not
been communicated
unharmed fields of Pinar del Rio and car memorandum, but from General Wood son referred
the question as one probably of the 26th ultimo contained that the to me. This fact yet
with
other point
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therefore
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sured him positively that Spain will do all your careful and Just attention In the
subject for a "previous understanding
into a dogged struggle in the central and It Is understood that the Spanish govern
with that body by whom war can alone that the highest honor and Justice re solemn deliberations upon which you are
eastern provinces. The Spanish army rement stands ready to give the insular be
and by whom all the provis
v
about to enter. If this measure attains a
gained a measure of control in Pinar del congress full power to settle the terms of ionsdeclared,
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Rio and parts of Havana, but under the peace with the Insurgents, whether by di- nished,
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rural country, rect negotiation or Indirectly by means of Texas to the discretion of the executive, ultimo also contained an expression of a Christian,
existing
without Immediate improvement of their legislation
does not appear. With this providing merely for the sending of diplo the readiness of Spain to submit to arbi realized; if It falls, It will be only another
productive situation. Even thus partiallast overture In the direction of immedi matic agents when the president should tration all the differences which, can arise Justification for our contemplated action.
ly restricted, the revolutionists held their ate peace ' and Its disappointing reception be satisfied
william Mckinley.
of Texas had In this matter, which is subsequently exExecutive Mansion, Washington, April
own, and their submission, put forward by Spain, the executive was brought to become an that the republic
'"independent state."
note of the Spanish minis 1L 1898.
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'..
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y
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sage of last December reviewed the sittime no bona fide contest going on be- representatives of the American And the
foreign relations.'
uation ,and detailed the steps taken' with Recognition of thi insurgents as belllg
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boards, Spain proposes that
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sovereign.
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The same requirement must certainly indefinite prolongation of such event, said ground that it did not go far enough in
concession, gave place to that of a more ality,
I am of the opinion that other nations
Thereupon t reviewed these alternatives be no less seriously considered when the will
recognizing the rights of the Cubans.
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principle of home rule for Cuba and Porto in the words uttered in 1875, when after can be applied to the greater act than to seriously consider the only remaining ators refused to express themselves at
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lesser, while on the other hand the measures possible mediation and inter all, as did several Republicans, on the
The overtures of this "government made and cruel barbarities in Cuba, he reached the
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new government of Spain continued and trality without pur own Jurisdiction, could
time the Independence of the
ship for both parties, but were at the time on foreign affairs without debate.
completed the policy already begun by not In any way extend our influence or present Cuban
republic' Such recognition declined by Spain with the declaration,
Its predecessor of testifying friendly .re effective offices in the
Our Motives Assailed.
not necessary In order to enable the nevertheless, that at a future time they
territory of hostili
"
gard for this nation by releasing Ameri.
United States to Intervene and pacify the would be indispensable. No Intimation has
Senor Emilio Castelar, the distin
can citizens held under one charge, or ties.Nothing has since occurred to change Island. To commit this country now to been received that In the opinion of Spain guished Spanish republican leader, has
another connected with the insurrection,
that that time has been reached: yet the contributed an
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emstrife continues with all Its dread horrors Neuse Weiner artiole
single person entitled' In any way to our as fully now as then that the Issuance of ment in Cuba might subject us to
Tageblatt, which, while
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national protection remained in a Spanish a proclamation of neutrality, by which barrassing conditions of Interest obligation toward the organization so recog
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prison. '
process the
recognition of bellig- nized. In case of Intervention, our conof working great Injury and dam- - for his country, proves that little more
The Relief Movement.
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forming the duties and discharging the sion of the other.
the suffering American citizens among
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tension of a similar scheme to that great in President Jackson's message to conIn the last annual message of my im the once glorious American people.
Possible Alternative.
body of sufferers. A suggestion to this gress December 21, 1836, on the subject of
There remain the alternative forms of mediate predecessor during the pending He charges them with diplomatic tricks
the recognition of the Independence of
end was acquiesced in by the Spanish au
intervention 'to .end the war, each as an struggle, it was said:
and
for their object
On the 24th of December I Texas. He said:
thorities.
When the inability of Spain to deal the artifices,ofhaving
"In all the contests that have arisen Impartial neutrality, by imposing a racaused to be Issued an appeal to the
making
Spain responsible for
successfully with the Insurrection has be
American people, Inviting contributions in out of the revolutions of France, out of tional compromise between the contest
or as the active ally of the one party come manifest, and If demonstrated that the result of the defective manning of
money or In kind for the succor of the the disputes relating to Portugal and ants
or the other. As to the first, it Is not to her sovereignty Is extinct In Cuba, for all their fleet and negligence of officers of
Spain, out of the separation of the Amerstarving sufferers in Cuba.
be forgotten
that during the last purposes of Its rightful existence, and the Maine.
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Temporary Peace Wanted.
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formation of a central Cuban relief comof friendly intervention In many ways, which means nothing more than the usen
New York, April 18. The following
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less sacrifice of human Hfe and the utter is an extract from a letter written to
with each not of itself conclusive, but all tendYork city, composed of members rep- countries, so wisely consistent
destruction of the very subject-matting to the exertion of a potential influof
resenting the national Red Cross and the Just principles has been the action of our ence
toward an ultimate pacific result, the conflict, a situation will be presented in Consul Barker, United States repre
religious and business elements of the government that we have under the most
conto
and
honorable
all
Interests
censure
our
critical1
circumstances
all
avoided
com
which
to
The
efforts
of
just
that
ths sovereignty sentative at Santiago de Cuba, by
obligations
community.
and encountered no other evil than that cerned. The spirit of all our acts hither of Spain will be superseded by higher ob Maximo Gomez, and will be presented
mittee have been untiring and have accom
'
to
has been an earnest, unselfish desire ligations which we can hardly hesitate to
for free produced- by a transient estrangement
plished much. Arrangements
to President McKinley: '
and discharge."
gqod will In those against whom we for peace and prosperity In Cuba, untar
transportation to Cuba have greatly aided of
'One year ago we reoeived a proposal
nished by differences between the United recognize
have been, by force of evidence, comto
the charitable work.
annual
In my
message
congress De
States and Spam and unstained by the cember
The president of the American Red Cross pelled to decide. last, speaking to this question, I from Spain to agree to an armistice.
blood
of
American
The
citizens.
forcible
and representatives of other contributory
It has thus been made known to the
said:
We refused then, as we refuse now.
of the United States as a neu"The near future' will demonstrate
organizations have generally visited Cuba world that the uniform policy and practice Intervention
The rainy season will soon be at hand,
tral to stop the war according to the whether the Indispensable
of the 'United States Is to avoid all Inter
with the consul-generand
a
condition of
and the local authorities to make effective ference in disputes which merely relate large dictates of humanity and following righteous peace, just alike to the Cubans and Spain's troops would like an arm-istidistribution of the relief collected through to the internal government of other na the historical precedents wherein the and Spain, as well as equitable to all our
until it iB over. We shall throw
United States has Interfered to check the Interests, so Intimately Involved in the
the efforts of the central committee. Neartions, and eventually to recognize the au
no adavntage.
On the other
away
Ufa by internecine
sacrifice
of
refof
the
without
has
hopeless
and
in
$200,000
of
welfare
to
prevailing
is
money
supplies
party
be
thority
Cuba,
attained.
ly
likely
erence to our particular Interests and conflicts beyond their borders, is Justifi
reached the suffrers, and more Is forthother action by the United States hand, I am anxious that hostilities
If
not,
grounds. It Involves, will remain to be taken; when that time shall oease, but it must be for all time.
coming. The supplies are admitted duty views or to the merits of the original able on national
free, and transportation to the interior controversy. But In this, as In every however, hostile constraint upon both par- comes the action will be determined in the If Spain agrees to leave Cuba, taking;
has been arranged so that the relief at other occasion, safety is to be found In a ties to the contest, as well as to enforce line If Indisputable right of duty; it will bei flag with her, I am
willing to agree
In a truce as to end the eventual settle- be faced without misgiving or hesitancy
first necessarily confined to Havana and rigid adherence to these principles.
the larger cities is now extended through the contest between Spain and the revolt- ment. The grounds for such intervention In the light of the obligation this govern to an armlstioe to last until Ootober 1,
ment owes to Itself, to the people who con when the loyal Cubans shall come into
most, if not all, of the towns where suf
ing colonies we stood aloof and waited may be briefly summarized as follows:
First In the cause of humanity and to fided the protection
of their Interests and their own.
only until the ability of the new states
fering exists. Thousands of lives have not
an
to
end
the
was
estabto
barbarities,
bloodshed,
themselves
put
protect
fully
honor and to humanity.
already been saved.
"Please tell President McKinley this
. The necessity for a change in the con
lished, but until the chance of their being starvation and horrible miseries now ex-- i
Sure of the right, keplng free from all
Tell him. too, that I am
dition of the reconcentrados Is recognized again subjugated had entirely passed Isting there and which the parties to the offense ourselves, actuated by upright for me.
to
or
are
conflict
unable
and1
a
were
either
not until their,
Within
unwilling
away. Then,
and patriotic considerations, moved neithby the Spanish government.
writing this at the direction of the Cu- few days past the orders of General Wey-le- r they recognized. Such was our course In stop or mitigate. It is no answer to say er by passion nor selfishness, the governwith
Is all in another country, belonging ment will continue its watchful care over ban provisional
government,
have been revoked, the reconcentraregard to Mexico herself. It Is true that this
which they may treat directly should;
with regard to Texas the civil authorities to another nation, and la therefore none the rights and property of American citidos are, It Is said, to he permitted to reof our business. It Is explicitly our duty, zens, and will abate none of Its fi""ts they so desire."
turn to their homes, and aided to resume of Mexico had been expelled, Its lnvadl
(sh troops.
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